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Epoxy Chum Fry
Hook: #6-10
Thread: 6/0 Olive
Body: Silver Diamond Braid or Mylar Tubing
Tail: Olive Mallard
Back: Olive Mallard
Head: Olive Thread
Eyes: 2/2.5 mm Stick on Eyes

Tying Instructions:






Start by tying in the diamond braid at the bend of the hook and wrap forward ¾
way up the hook.
Build up a large enough head using your thread so that the eyes can be later put
on.
Tie in mallard with tips pointing forward. Whip finish.
Restart your thread at the bend and pull mallard over the back of the hook and
tie off mallard. Tail length can be ¼ to ½ the shank length.
Coat the fly in a thin coat of epoxy, add the eyes at this time.
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Epoxy Minnow
Hook: 12-8 Mustad 9672
Thread: 6/0 Olive or White
Tag: Olive mallard w/ pearl krystal flash
Body: Flat silver mylar wrap
Back: Olive mallard
Eye: 1.5 mm stick on eyes
Note: Cote 5 min Devcon Epoxy over body,
back, and eyes.

Tying Instructions:








Tie in mallard at bend of hook for tail. Do not trim butts, they will be used for the
back.
Tie in 2 or 3 strands of pearl krystal flash out back as well.
Tie in flat mylar and wrap back and forth over body till entire hook shank is
covered, then secure with thread at the eye of the hook.
Pull mylar forward over the tinsel and secure with thread at eye of hook.
Trim and whip finish.
Stick on the eyes on either side near the eye of the hook.
Mix a small amount of devcon epoxy with a toothpick and then apply it on the top
of the fly over the shellback and the eyes. Don't worry about covering the bottom
because the epoxy will run down over the bottom of the fly. Once you have
applied enough epoxy, rotate the fly slowly for about 5 minutes until epoxy
begins to harden. Then store in a place where it wont rub up against anything for
about 30 minutes, or until epoxy hardens.
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Glo Bug
Hook: Size 8 - 6 short shank
Thread: 3/0 Tan
Body: Fluorescent pink or chartreuse glo bug
yarn

Tying Instructions:






Secure thread on to hook shank.
Tie in a clump of glo bug yarn tightly. Causing tips to flair up.
Tie in another clump up against the first clump, and repeat until you reach the
eye of the hook.
Whip finish and head cement.
Trim yarn to shape of egg.
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KCK
Hook: #6-10
Thread: 8/0 Black
Tail: Red Hackle Fibers
Butt: Red Pearl Chenille
Body: Yellow Pearl Chenille
Throat: Red Hackle Fibers
Wing: Natural Mallard w/ Pearl Crystal Flash

Tying Instructions:






Start by tying in the tail. Should be about half the length of the shank.
Tie in red pearl chenille and make about 2-3 wraps to form the butt.
Tie in Yellow chenille and wrap forward almost to the eye.
Tie in the throat and on top tie in the mallard for the wing.
Add a couple strands of crystal flash and whip finish.
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Mickey Finn
Hook: #2-10
Thread: 8/0 Black
Body: Medium Mylar Tinsel
Wing: Yellow, Red, Yellow
Calf Tail

Tying Instructions:



Tie in mylar tinsel at the bend of the hook and wrap forward to just before the
eye of the hook.
Tie in a small clump of yellow calf tail, followed by red and another clump of
yellow. Whip finish.
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Rolled Muddler
Hook: 8 or 6 Streamer
Thread: 6/0 Black
Tail: Mallard flank
Body: Medium flat silver tinsel
Underwing: Mallard flank
Overwing: A few strands of deer hair from
head.

Head: Deer hair, color to match mallard flank.
Note: Can be tied in green, red, yellow,
purple. and in natural.

Tying Instructions:








Tie in mallard at hook bend.
Tie in flat tinsel, then wrap thread forward leaving enough room for the spun
deer hair head.
Wrap silver tinsel forward, overlapping slightly on each wrap.
Secure with thread, and then tie in more mallard for the wing. Tips should reach
the tips of the tail.
Lay a clump of deer hair between the wing and the eye of the hook,
perpendicular to the hook shank. Wrap thread over deer hair, this should cause
the deer hair to flare upwards. Make a few more wraps to secure deer hair, then
whip finish, and head cement.
The last step is to trim the deer hair to form head. The head should be trimmed
to a small size and should be rounded. Leave a few strands of deer hair, extending
back over wing.
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Rolled Muddler
Hook: #6 - 10
Thread: 6/0 Red
Tail: Natural Mallard
Body: Silver Mylar
Rib: Silver Oval Tinsel
Wing: Natural Mallard w/ Flashabou
Head: Spun Deer Hair

Tying Instructions:






Start by tying in the mallard for the tail. Should be about half the length of the
shank.
Tie in ribbing material and Mylar tinsel, wrap Mylar tinsel most of the way up the
hook. Leaving room for the head. Then wrap the rib forward.
Tie in mallard for the wing with a few strands of pearl flashabou.
Spin a clump of deer hair and then whip finish.
Trim the deer hair head to shape.
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Silver Thorn Dressed
Hook: #1/0 -8
Thread: 8/0 Black
Tail: Peacock Sword Fibers
Body: Silver Crystal Chenille
Wing: Peacock Sword Fibers
Throat: Bright Red Wool

Tying Instructions:





Start by tying in the peacock for the tail.
Tie in silver chenille and wrap forward leaving a small space for the head of the
fly.
Tie in a short tuft of bright red wool for the throat.
With more peacock, tie in the wing and whip finish.
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Silver Thorn
Hook: #2/0 -8
Thread: Fine Clear Mono
Tail: Mylar Tubing Fibers
Body: Silver Crystal Chenille

Tying Instructions:




Start by fraying the some mylar tubing using your fingers.
Then tie it in for the tail.
Tie in silver chenille and wrap forward to the eye of the hook. Whip finish.
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Tied Down Minnow
Hook: Size 10-6, 3X long
Thread: 6/0 Olive
Tail: Dyed olive mallard flank
Body: Silver small braid mylar wrap
Back: Dyed olive mallard flank
Throat: Red hackle fibers.

Tying Instructions:






Tie in mallard flank for tail. Tail should be about 1/3 length of the body. Don't
trim the butts, they will be used for the back of the fly. Pull mallard butts back
and secure them back with a few wraps of thread.
Tie in mylar wrap and wrap it forward.
Tie in red hackle fibers, facing down to imitate the egg sack.
Pull mallard tightly over body and secure with thread. Trim, and whip finish.
Apply 2 coats of head cement to head, body, and back. This will help prevent the
mallard from splitting.

